ANSWER KEY

CAN YOU FOLLOW DIRECTIONS?

1. Write the letters George Washington.
   GEORGEWASHINGTON

2. Take out all the E’s.
   GORGWASHINGTON

3. Counting the remaining letters, add L after each seventh letter.
   GORGWASLHINGTONL

4. Move the second G to the beginning and put the last letter in its place.
   GGORLWASLHINGTON

5. Wherever three consonants appear together, change them in order so that the first consonant in the group becomes the last, the second one becomes the first, ad the third becomes the second.
   GGOLWRALHSIGTNON

6. Take out the last two vowels.
   GGOLWRALHSGTN

7. Wherever a double consonant appears, take out both letters.
   OLWRALHSGT

8. Beginning with the third letter form the left, interchange each two letters until you get to the end.
   OLRWLASHTG

9. Take out the last two letters.
   OLRWLASH

10. Move the last letter so that it will be the first.
    HOLRWLAS

11. Add a D after each fourth letter, and at the beginning.
    DHLORWLASD

12. Replace every S with an N.
    DHLORLDWLAND

13. Take out the three middle letters.
    DHLOLLAND

14. Drop the first letter.
    HOLLAND